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David went back to Celia’s house.

Celia’s family was relieved when they saw David’s safe return.

Jon and ķis wife quickly left to make dinner. They were leaving Capital City, so they laid off
their cook.

The family was eating dinner when Jon’s phone rang!

It was from his senior officer, calling him to ask him to return to work tomorrow.

Before the couple knew what was going on, Mindy’s phone rang too.

It was a call from Beautylish’s general manager.

The Chasez family not only canceled blacklisting Beautylish, but also unconditionally gave
Mindy 54% of Beautylish’s shares.

Both of them were dumbfounded!

Why did the Chasez family suddenly stop?

It did not make sense.

They were cornered now.

However, they did not suspect David at all.

Jon knew David quite well because of his identity.

He and Celia were high school classmates. He studied high school in Shu City, and this
could not be faked.
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How different were people from small counties like this from families like the Chasez family
o f Capital City?

They all thought Jon’s old senior officer helped them. Of all the people they knew, the old
senior officer was the most powerful person that also valued Jon the most.

Jon also quickly called the old senior officer to thank him.

The old senior officer thought Jon thanked him for speaking up to keep his family safe.

Thus, both parties misunderstood each other.

:

David was even less interested in explaining the matter, even though he knew Hank and
Hanley did it because they were frightened by his power.

In any case, he did not do a good enough job, while the Chasez family had not paid the
price.

He was a little scared as he thought about this. If he did not obtain the lavish system, he
would still be the old David right now.

What would happen when Celia was targeted by aristocratic family heirs like Hanley?

Tonight would probably have been a living nightmare.

Not only did the Chasez family not stop him, but they also held the candle to the devil. They
should be destroyed alongside Hanley.

He would explain everything to Celia after taking over Dark Cape and destroying the Chasez
family a month later.

‘I’ll come clean to them first when the time comes!’

Jon and his family were so happy that they did not have to leave their hometown. After all,
they had lived in Capital City for decades. Who would leave if they had a choice?
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He was even in the mood for dinner before this, but as soon as he answered the phone, his
appetite increased.

Everyone at dinner was pleased.

When David was leaving Celia’s house, he called Hugo and asked him to send two people
from the security department to protect Celia and her family.

He was afraid the Chasez family would do something else behind his back.

He could wait as long as Celia was fine!

He would kill them when he was strong enough.

If something happened to Celia, he had no idea if he could take it.

He might even wipe out the Chasez family regardless of the costs.

Back at the hotel.

David looked at his lavish points.
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There were sixteen points left.

He was already at extraordinary level 6. He felt that he needed to reach extraordinary level 8
to fight against Lucas, and he needed to be stronger to win.

He needed to reach double the limit to defeat Justin.

In that case, he should be lacking 1,500 points right now.

That meant he needed to spend 150 billion dollars in 20 days to get to double the limit and
then go to Red Flame Mercenaries to intimidate the newfound mob before leading them to
attack Dark Cape.

If he calculated it like that, he would need to spend at least eight billion dollars a day.
However, he could only get 30 to 40 lavish points a day, which was not up to his standards.

Fortunately, Pearl had just contacted him.

East League International Foundation was almost done. After they released the news,
hundreds of poor areas declared their need for schools.

David told Pearl to send people to investigate. If the poor areas genuinely needed the
schools, she should purchase the best materials to start building them. They must not
skimp on the construction and the school had to be sturdy so that the students would feel
at ease in class. They also could not simply allocate the funds beforehand.

Pearl thought that David was scared that there would be not much money left if they
allocated the fund right away, so she bought the materials.

What David meant was that allocating funds directly would be considered donations, and
his lavish points would not increase. It would only work if he bought the items directly.

Otherwise, would it not be better to just allocate one hundred billion dollars?
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His lavish points would skyrocket!

Whenever he needed lavish points, he could just donate tens of billions of dollars, which
would be much easier.

Unfortunately, that did not work.

Now, everything was ready. He only had to wait for his lavish points to skyrocket in a few
days.

After Hank left home, he called T Faction’s core members to gather at The Great Wall Club,
claiming he had an announcement to make.

As one of T Faction’s eight great fighters, he had the right to summon everyone to gather.

Hank was the first to arrive at The Great Wall Club and enter the private room they usually
met in.

It was a private room for T Faction’s core members’ gathering. The seats here were fixed.

However, Hank sat in Stan’s seat instead of his own this time.

Looking at the eight seats that were below him in status, Hank found the seat he was
currently seated in the most comfortable.

Soon, T Faction’s core members began to arrive, while Stan was the last to enter.

“Hank, didn’t you say you want to seclude yourself? What’s the matter? Have you broken
through to Tiger Rank so soon? You even called a meeting. Didn’t you just break through
Tiger Rank? What’s with all the fuss? Aren’t you just wasting everyone’s time?” One of the
eight great fighters, Chase, asked sarcastically.

He and Hank did not get along well.

As soon as he said that, the others, including Stan, looked at Hank.

‘How old is Hank?
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‘Is he 26?

‘If he did break through Tiger Rank, he’ll be considered a genius in Capital City.’

“Chasey, I hope you can talk to me so confidently again in a little while!” Hank said calmly.

“Oh! Hank, how dare you? Don’t think you’re all that just because you’ve broken through to
Tiger Rank. Believe it or not, I’ll still beat you up!” Chase said.

He was already a Tiger Rank master, so he was not afraid of Hank’s threats. However, he
was just a few years older than Hank. He was 27 when he broke through Tiger Rank!

Hank was only 26 now, so he was annoyed that Hank made a breakthrough at a younger
age.

Hank ignored Chase and said, “I didn’t break through Tiger Rank! But today…”

Chase interrupted him before he could finish by saying, “What are you doing gathering
people if you haven’t made a breakthrough? Do you have nothing better to do? I f*cking don’t
have time to hear you speak nonsense.”

Stan spoke up.

If he said nothing, he had no idea how long they were going to fight. He also wondered what
Hank was doing gathering everyone here.

“Chase, hear Hank out!”

Chase stopped talking as soon as he heard that, and everyone waited for Hank to speak.
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Hank glanced at T Faction’s core members sitting there and said, “I think we need a
change!”

The other six great fighters looked at him in bewilderment.

Stan said, “Go on!”

“SCC has grown rapidly with three bosses in charge, and I think we should follow suit and
add another T.”

Hank looked nervously at the six great fighters and Stan.

He knew he was challenging Stan’s authority.

However, the thought of having such a tough uncle calmed him down.

Since he had a backer, he would put it to good use!

He knew his uncle Justin was not a card to play lightly.

If used, it meant that the Chasez family was not far from destruction, and they only had one
chance to save themselves.

More importantly, the card was a deterrent. He did not understand why his grandfather
Joseph did not reveal Justin’s identity, which could definitely deter all the families and give
the Chasez family a huge advantage to develop.

It was as if everyone was unarmed, and you had a gun, but it only had one bullet.

If you showed your gun, people dared not offend you. If you hid it, people would go against
you, and you could choose whether to shoot or not.
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Just like how David had known that Hank’s uncle was Tyrant Justin, and David would cause
an uproar in Somerland by killing him, so David would not kill him himself.

David almost killed the brothers because he did not know.

Therefore, he did not understand why his grandfather Joseph had not exposed Justin.

The truth was that Hank had no idea Tyrant Justin was not a secret among the older
generations of Capital City’s aristocratic families. It was only the younger generation who
had no idea of this.

Otherwise, how could the Chasez family maintain their status as a first-rate aristocratic
family in Capital city with Hank’s ignorant and incompetent father in charge after Justin left?

A few years after Justin left, the Chasez family was barely making ends meet and was
about to fall into the ranks of second-rate aristocratic families. It was not until news of
Justin broke that it slowly recovered to the level of a first-rate aristocratic family.

Joseph was old and just wanted to maintain the family’s status. He no longer had the
ambition from his youth.

However, Hank was still young and wanted to take the Chasez family forward with a backer
like that.

Hank was going to play Justin’s card today and scare everyone.

Today was the day of Hank’s rise.

He wanted to make the Chasez family an elite aristocratic family.

Everyone in the room was a bit stunned.

Even Stan!

He never thought Hank would say such a thing!

Who gave him the courage to do so?
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He did not think that Hank had gone crazy to say that. He had to have something to fall back
o

n

.

However, he did not question this either because someone might genuinely be backing him.

The room was quiet for about ten seconds.

Then, there was a huge burst of laughter.

“Ha ha ha!”

“Ha ha ha!”

“Hank! Are you out of your mind? Add another T? Don’t tell me you want to be a part of this
T? “Chase said with a laugh.

The rest were laughing their heads off too!

‘Want to be a T?

‘Do you deserve it, Hank?

‘You’re just an heir to a first-rate aristocratic family.’

They were not any worse than Hank. They all came from the same background.

Stan was even the heir to the Warner family, one of the only four elite aristocratic families in
Capital City.
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His strength and means aside, his background alone was miles ahead of them.

“I’m sorry, but I want to fight for this position!” Hank said calmly.

He was already giving it his all.

There was no turning back.

“On what grounds? Power? Means? Background? Which one of these traits qualifies you for
the position? Do you think you can convince the others?” Asked Chase.

“Because I could offend David and still live. He’s intimidated, so he dared not touch me!”
Hank said arrogantly.

Stan winced when he heard David’s name.

“Who’s David?” Chase asked.

“The man who killed Zachary! He dares to kill Zachary, but not me. Is that scary enough?”

‘What?’

The other six great fighters were surprised!

It was the first time they had heard David’s name. Hank said David killed Zachary, so it must
not be wrong.

They had avoided David for a long time, afraid of pissing him off and getting killed.

David dared to kill Zachary, leaving the Quinn family helpless. Needless to say, he must have
terrifying strength and a formidable background.

‘But Hank said David was afraid of him.
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‘No way.

‘When did the Chasez family become so tough?

‘They totally disregard first-rate aristocratic families like us!’

“Hank! Should we believe you just because you claim he wouldn’t touch you? I’ll even say
Clinton’s my lackey! Believe it or not. Ask him! Besides, what makes the Chasez family so
intimidating? Your ignorant father? Or your uncles? Or your old grandfather?” Chase said
sarcastically.

“My uncle Justin!” Hank answered domineeringly.

‘Justin?’

All six great fighters in the room were confused.

When Justin left Somerland 20 years ago, they were all in their teens, but they did vaguely
remember such a person existing in the Chasez family.

“Tell us how awesome is your uncle Justin then. Let us worship him!”

“Listen carefully then! My uncle Justin has another identity. He’s Tyrant—the leader of
Bloodthirsty Mercenary, the third-largest mercenary in the global underworld! Not only does
he control Dark Cape, but he is also recognized as the number one Dragon Rank master in
the global underworld! Will that be enough?”

Hank finished and sat down. Then he put his feet right on the table and waited for everyone
to

react.

‘What?’

Everyone in the room was shocked to hear the news.

‘Hank’s uncle Justin is Tyrant,the number one Dragon Rank master?
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‘He’s also the leader of Bloodthirsty Mercenaries, the third-largest mercenary in the global
underworld?

‘He even controlled Dark Cape, which is very important to Somerland and Falconia?’

As the heirs of Capital City’s first-rate aristocratic families, they also had a deep
understanding of Somerland’s situation and held some important information about the
world.

The Chasez family would genuinely be considered that tough if they had such a backer!

They could do whatever they wanted in Somerland.

Everyone was in shock!

Even Stan was no exception.

With his identity, he better understood how powerful Tyrant was!

He had heard his grandfather say that the Chasez family had a powerful backer. As long as
the backer existed, the Chasez family would never decline.

The Chasez family might have been one of the elite aristocratic families if it had not been
for Hank’s ignorant and incompetent dad.

It turned out that the Chasez family’s backer was Tyrant Justin.

The news was shocking enough to him!
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The ten-year appointment might have initially been set for Lorraine, but as time passed, it
was gradually promoted as being the battle to become the number one amongst the
younger generation of Somerland. It was now a battle between the two aristocratic families.

The Warner family was one of the four top aristocratic families in Capital City. The
Zimmerman family, once one of the top aristocratic families in Capital City, was now one of
the four major families in Springfield.

When Clinton’s father, Walker Zimmerman, took over as Springfield’s cabinet minister more
than a decade ago, the Zimmerman family moved out of Capital City and went to
Springfield. Due to the profound background of the Zimmerman family, they had established
a firm foothold in Springfield in a short period, and together with the other three major local
families in Springfield, were known as the four major families of Springfield.

This matter was no longer a simple battle of righteousness.

It was the collision of two top families.

Therefore, Stan could not afford to lose.

If he lost, the Warner family would be disgraced and he would be forced to live in Clinton’s
shadow forever. “Alright, that‘s it for today. If there‘s nothing else, you guys can leave. Hank,
you stay,” Stan stood up and said. Several great fighters looked at each other while they left
the Sky Private Room. Meanwhile, Hank stayed inside.

David did not attend class these days and Celia also took leave. He would accompany Celia
during the day and go back to the hotel at night.

This was mainly because he was afraid that the Chasez family would do something else to
him.

Jon and his wife were also not surprised. Since the two had already done everything
together, they would just let them continue to do whatever they wanted. Jon even directly
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asked David to move in together with them, but David refused. He still had a lot of secrets
that he could not let others know for the time being. Jon and his wife were also busy with
their own affairs these days. Basically, they would go out i n the morning and come back in
the evening.

And so, David soon accompanied Celia to almost all the scenic spots in Capital city.

A week passed quickly.

What made David depressed was that the surge in lavish points that he predicted did not
happen. He only had an increase of more than 200 lavish points within the week. His body
had increased from extraordinary level 6 to extraordinary level 8, and he felt that he should
be able to have a friendly match with Lucas now. As David waited anxiously, another day
soon went by. The lavish points finally started to increase like crazy. In one day, the East
League International Foundation signed tens of billions of contracts with steel mills as well
as various other materials in many regions across the country.

Things that were lacking in the poor mountainous areas like food, clothing, and necessities
would all be provided by the foundation. However, they would not be given money.

This was David’s request.

In one day, David‘s lavish points increased by more than 200 points, which, when added the
the initial amount, made for a total of 300 lavish points. David returned to the hotel in the
evening and improved his body to extraordinary level

Hmm?

After his body reached extraordinary level 9, it actually showed that it could be upgraded
again. David clicked again without hesitation. His body upgraded from extraordinary level 9
to extraordinary level 10, and the word maximum’ finally appeared after it.

It also meant that now his body had reached the state of the extraordinary limit, which
should correspond to the realm of peak Dragon Ranker. Now, in terms of realm alone, he
was actually on the same level as Justin.

However, even if he was equal in terms of realm, his combat experience was still far inferior
to Justin, so he needed to continue to improve his mind power. There were still 100 lavish
points left, so he upgraded his mind power from extraordinary level i to extraordinary level 2.
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His head suddenly became cooler.

Since he was feeling a little warm, David took a shower and lay on the bed. In 10 days or so,
he would go abroad to meet Paul, and 20 days after, he would attack Dark Cape.

This battle would be the most intense battle he had ever encountered so far.

‘Number one master in the Dragon Rank, Justin the Tyrant. ‘I hope you won‘t let me down…‘
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